
 

 
Weybridge Gymnastics Club Terms & Conditions 

 
The information below defines the club terms and conditions and represents the policies and relationships 
between the club, gymnasts and parent/guardian. It is important that you read these carefully as 
participation at the club (or any activity relating to) means that you accept these. We reserve the right to 
update these and you accept that it is your responsibility to remain up to date with these terms.   
 
Fees 
 

1. An invoice detailing fees will be issued in advance to commencement of the quarter and must be 
settled prior to the first session of that quarter.  

2. These quarterly fees total the cost of 48 weeks of lessons per year split into 4 equal amounts billed 
quarterly. The club has good intent to operate for 50 weeks per year allowing for a 2 week 
unforeseen cancellation or closure. If there are no cancellations members receive these 2 weeks at 
no extra cost.  

3. If in the event of a cancellation that requires longer than 2 weeks, fees will be adjusted and a credit 
for weeks missed will be applied to the following quarter fees.  

4. An annual membership fee of £22 (which covers a membership and insurance cost that we pay on 
your behalf to British Gymnastics and a club membership fee of £3 )is payable when joining the club 
and annual thereafter.  

5. If fees are not settled prior to the commencement of the quarter, you accept that an administration 
fee will be payable, or your space may not be secured.  

6. Fees are non-refundable, however a notice period of 4 weeks prior to the commencement of the 
next quarter must be given if your child no longer wishes to attend. If this notice period is not 
adhered to the difference between 4 weeks and the notice given will be payable.  

7. No make-up sessions/class swaps will be offered in the event of missed lessons.  
8. No refunds will be issued regarding missed sessions due to an injury sustained outside of the club. 

In the event of an injury sustained within the club, fees will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.  
 
 

General Responsibilities  
 

I understand and accept: 
 

1. That there are risks involved in the participation in gymnastics and all sports where height, rotation 
& motion are involved and that Weybridge Gymnastics Club and Move A Muscle will exercise all 
reasonable care in the supervision of programmes. The club requests your co-operation in bringing 
to its notice any signs of stress or injury arising from activities within the club. 

2. That I need to supply medical details & provide consent and update these with any changes. This 
includes but it not limited to contact detail changes. 

3. That for my child’s insurance and membership to be valid I need to register my child with British 
Gymnastics via their website and that I have received instruction on how to do this. I must renew 
this annually when prompted. WGC and Move A Muscle reserve the right to refuse participation if 
this is not completed.  

4. That WGC and Move A Muscle hire external facilities and therefore are not responsible for any 
personal belongings. They are left at my own risk.  

5. That photos, videos and other media may be taken during sessions and used onsite, on the WGC 
and Move A Muscle website and social media (this also covers any promotional settings). 

6. That if someone other than the nominated adult is collecting, I’ll notify the club. If I wish my child to 
be collected by someone under the age of 18 or allow them to be dropped off early/go home by 
themselves that I must put this in writing.  

7. That I agree to abide by all of the clubs’ rules, policies and codes of conduct. These can be found on 
the WGC website, or a copy is available on request.  

 
 

 


